
Battery Mining Dialogue  

Why this event?

  Panel topics 

In partnership with

Amidst ongoing technology development  in the battery sector, changes in
regulations impact the supply chains of batteries and the mining of rare metals
required for their manufacturing. The increased awareness and scrutiny around ESG
criteria and human rights violations associated with battery mining have furthermore
made traceability technology - including blockchain technology - highly relevant to the
mining sector. 

This free event will focus on the state of the market, supply chain and
sustainable mining practises for battery metals.

Offering perspectives from Asia, Africa, Europe, South America, and North America, this
free event features panels and roundtable discussions around the most pressing
challenges raised in the mining and battery sectors today.  

March 16 2022  11 am - 5 pm CET

Supply and demand of
critical metals  

Traceability and
blockchain technology

for supply chain tracking

Sustainable mining: best
practises in ESG &

human rights   

Opportunities and
challenges in battery

manufacturing 

Standards & regulations
for batteries

Panels and discussion questions will include:

What impact will new European policies have

on the battery mining sector? 

What implications will new mining standards

have on battery supply chains globally?

What are some best practices observed for

the sustainable mining for battery minerals?

 

What technology serves the traceability for
raw minerals ? 

How can blockchain technology be used at
the service of the mining sector, and how can

we grow a community of users?
What role do the OEMs play in the future of

battery mining? 

Join us as aJoin us as a
panelistpanelist

Register as aRegister as a
participantparticipant

Join us as aJoin us as a
sponsorsponsor

Sponsoring opportunities Hosted by 

6 pm - 12 am CST 
5 am - 10 am EST 

https://www.battery.associates/batteryminingdialogue
https://www.battery.associates/batteryminingdialogue
https://www.battery.associates/batteryminingdialogue
https://tally.so/r/3jY64m
https://hopin.com/events/battery-mining-dialogue
https://tally.so/r/mVxN6w
https://www.battery.associates/
https://kamni.co/
https://tally.so/r/3jY64m
https://tally.so/r/mVxN6w


Bronze - 1000€ Silver - 2500€ Gold - 5000€ Platinum - 10000€

1 virtual booth
5 VIP Tickets 

[includes event recordings and
networking sessions]

1 virtual booth,
10 VIP tickets

[includes event recordings and
networking sessions]

1 virtual booth
15 VIP Tickets

[includes event recordings and
networking sessions] 

 
1 virtual booth
25 VIP Tickets

[includes event recordings and n
networking sessions]

 

Sponsored promotional
content incl. 1 LinkedIn

announcement

Sponsored promotional
content incl. 1 LinkedIn

announcement

Sponsored promotional
content incl. 1 LinkedIn

announcement

 Sponsored promotional
content incl. 1 LinkedIn

announcement

-
Direct access to panel

 
  

Direct access to panel
&

10 min short company
presentation on main

stage 

Driect access to panel
&

20 min keynote speech 
on main stage

- - -
Subscription to 1 year of
weekly updates with B.A

Founder (1:1 briefings)

Contact us 
Email: batteryminingdialogue@battery.associates
Website: https://www.battery.associates/batteryminingdialogue

Sponsorship opportunity

Thank you for your interest in BatteryMining Dialogue. We look forward to impactful conversations among thought
leaders of the battery and mining sectors and value your trust and contribution as a potential sponsor for this event.

With the increased awareness and scrutiny around ESG criteria and human rights issues associated with battery mining,
we believe it is important to create discussions for members of the battery sector, the regulatory realm, and the mining
industry to discuss up to date trends and the future of battery mining. 

We aim to offer perspectives from Asia, Africa, Europe, South America, and North America, and will ensure a high level of
visibility to all our sponsors, from the planning to the execution phase of this event. 

This event features both free and paying tickets and we expect attendance from several hundreds of
professionals from both the battery and mining sectors alike. All sponsors receive a number of VIP
tickets among a few other key advantages and great visibility (prior to and during the event).

Leaders working across the entire battery and mining value chains are expected to attend, from battery
mining industry leaders to traceability, blockchain, recycling experts, as well as OEMs, 
policy experts, and battery manufacturers.

Expected Impact

https://www.battery.associates/batteryminingdialogue

